East Kensington
Green Spaces
A blueprint for a green future
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The East Kensington Neighbors Association (EKNA) was founded in
2004 with help from the New Kensington Community Development
Corporation (NKCDC). EKNA’s mission is to organize the voice, concerns, and action of EK residents. Neighbors have a general meeting
on the 3rd Monday of every month at Philadelphia Brewing Company.
Zoning Committee meetings are held the 2nd Wednesday of every
month at the Coral Street Arts House. EKNA funds and organizes the
annual Trenton Avenue Arts Festival, visited by 10,000 people annually.

East Kensington Green Spaces was developed and written by Amy
Miller and Jeff Carpineta.
Graphic design by Jason Killinger.
Maps and photos by Amy Miller. Additional photos by the following:
Brittany Lewis (page 24, lower), Rachel Summerlot (page 23, lower),
and wikipedia/public domain (page 33, upper).
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East Kensington

Census Tract: 0161
Zip Code: 19125
Size: 143 acres (0.22 square miles)
Population: 5,500
SEPTA stations: Berks, York-Dauphin,
Huntingdon
First developed: 1860s-1870s
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Forward and Acknowledgements
This report is intended as an outstretched
hand of willing partnership with the Philadelphia Department of Parks and Recreation to work together to renew East Kensington through new and protected green
spaces. We think of this as a blueprint
for a team of passionate neighborhood
re-builders including civic organizations,
community development corporations, City
agencies, and the Department of Parks and
Recreation. As a blueprint instructs development of the built environment, this document outlines the community’s intentions
for the future of its green public spaces.
Throughout 2010, members of the East
Kensington Neighbors Association (EKNA)
held five community sessions about

East Kensington neighbors at the Circle Garden (l to r): John Theobald, Dan
Surniak, Amy Miller, Peter Frank, Lisa Ramos, Rachel Gucwa, Maria Ramos,
Emily Glover, Lena Helen, and William.

preserving green space in the neighborhood. At two neighborhood walking tours

Many other one-on-one conversations with residents living adjacent to or

of green spaces and three open community

utilizing green spaces further informed this document. The hope, passion,

meetings, nearly 50 residents came out to

priorities, and dreams of the people who care about this neighborhood are

share ideas and express their support for

the foundation of this vision for the green spaces of East Kensington. EKNA

saving green spaces for the next gen-

is deeply grateful for the opportunity to partner with the Department of Parks

eration. At every EKNA monthly meeting

and Recreation through this exciting period.

we report on the ongoing development of
the Green2015 initiative and gather more

Thanks to everyone who attended a Green East Kensington community meet-

energy to reach our goals.

ing, walking tour, or discussion including Sebastien Ledercy, Tasha Doremus,
Zoe Lloyd, Paul Blood, Leah Fenimore, Anders Morholt, Charlene Peacock,

EKNA leaders have also attended several of

James Johnson, Walter Kealey, Tracy Lisk, Steven Tobin, Michael Bonfiglio,

the outreach sessions and presentations at

Greg Landistratis, Diana Landistratis, Rachel Gucwa, Dan Surmiak, John

the Academy of Natural Science related to

Theobold, Rachel Summerlot, Stanford Gable, David Perry, Peter Frank, Emily

the GreenPlan, Green2015, Philadelphia’s

Glover, Maria Ramos, Lisa Ramos, Dan Wagaman, Germaine Fodor, Patita

vacant land issues, and the new mission

Shadday, Wendy Seiferheld, Jason Fowler, David Fecteau, Audrey Taylor,

of the Department of Parks and Recreation

Kevin Musselman, Rachel Lang, Jamie Townsend, Matthew Abraham, Julius

(PPR). The authors of this report toured the

Rivera, Loretta Wallace, Will Owen, Kristen Baskin, Edward Stevens, Rachel

green spaces of East Kensington with PPR,

Batch, Teeo Williams, Claude Schrader, Kirsten Ide, Elissa Ruse, Patrick Dunn,

the Philadelphia Horticultural Society, and

Chris Forsyth, Nancy Blum, Shanta Schachter, and Tom Potts.

one of the lead authors of the PennPraxis
Green2015 plan.

Special thanks to Commissioner DiBerardinis, Councilperson Maria Quinones
Sanchez, Terry Mushovic, Bill and Nancy Barton, Sandy Salzman, and Joan
Reilly for their interest and support.
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Why here? Why now?
ABANDONMENT AND RECLAMATION
East Kensington is an entire Census Tract (#0161) of
nearly 6,000 people with virtually no green public space
protected from potential development. At the same time,
one of every five parcels is a vacant lot. Although many
of the over 700 vacant lots are overgrown and trash-strewn,
many others have been transformed into heavily used and
loved gardens and parks. Some have been maintained
over years, even decades, and testify to the commitment
and value this neighborhood holds for green space. Other
vacant lots have the potential to become landmark public
spaces to improve the lives of residents today and for
generations to come. With so much unused land, new
development can be accommodated alongside preservation
of the neighborhood’s existing parks and gardens as well as
newly dedicated green spaces.
There has been significant investment of effort, capital,
landscaping, and ongoing maintenance in many of the de
facto parks, not to mention priceless emotional investment.
These lots have playground equipment, rose bushes,
picnic benches, mature fruiting trees, murals, raised beds,
sculptures, and other improvements already in place. More
than “shovel-ready,” these are “shoveled-already.”

A guerilla playground under the historic Harbison Dairy Milk
Bottle was developed by neighbors to ward off illicit activity.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS, NEW VULNERABILITIES
Situated directly west of Fishtown and north of Northern

Municipal agencies often dispose of land with no cohesive

Liberties, East Kensington has a unique mix of assets unlike

strategy and total disregard for the use or context of a

any neighborhood in Philadelphia. The Market-Frankford line,

given site. The community has lost several sacred spaces

proximity to river, interstate access, rich ethnic diversity, and

already while others sites have triggered protest. Given this

the impressive character of the 19th century residential and

ongoing state of affairs, there is widespread anxiety over the

industrial landscape have made the neighborhood ripe for

fate of the neighborhood open space.

redevelopment and attractive to new urban homesteaders.
The local real estate economy surged through the real estate
‘boom’ of the last decade and has continued to climb, defying
the real estate downturn of recent years. Infill development
is underway and vacant land parcels are being targeted by
developers and land speculators alike.
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A COMPLEX MIX OF
OWNERSHIP

Vacant Land and Parking Lots

As is the case across the city, ownership
of the vacant land in East Kensington
is complicated. As shown in the table
below, one -fifth of all vacant lots are
owned by public agencies, including
the Department of Public Property,
Redevelopment Authority, Philadelphia
Housing Development Corporation, and
Philadelphia Housing Authority. Among

Public Ownership of Vacant Land and Parking Lots

private owners of vacant land, many
are absentee, deceased, or scofflaws
owing thousands of dollars in liens and
unpaid taxes. Many spaces consist
of a mix of ownership, which creates
complications regarding use, access,
liability, planning, and acquisition.

A HISTORY OF CHANGE
Once home to the Lenni Lenape, this area of
Kensington transformed in a few short years
from wide expanses of rich farmland to the
industrial heart of America, the “Workshop of
the World.” Modernization of industry and then
deindustrialization and suburbanization took their
toll on the neighborhood. Factories were steadily
shuttered. Banks, theaters, and corner stores were
left vacant and homes were leveled. As drugs and
crime proliferated in the abandoned streets, the
Kensington area faced dramatic population loss
and economic hardship. Generations were split
apart by the promise of the suburbs. Families under
social and financial duress were scattered and
neighborhood friendships were lost.

Many vacant parcels at Cumberland and Emerald
Streets were acquired at Sheriff’s Sale by speculators.
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RESIDENT RECLAMATION
Out of ruins, residents created parks,
sculpture gardens, orchards, flower
beds, kitchen gardens, and other
expressions of beauty and defiance in
the abandoned lands where buildings
once stood. A variety of newer residents
have moved in, attracted to the
neighborhood’s quality housing stock,
affordability, diversity, relative safety,
cultural vibrancy, proximity to the El,
and inspiring green spaces. These
unique green and growing spaces
provide a refreshing and vital break from
the streets and allow for breathing and
reconnecting.

A beautiful garden at Cumberland Street and Frankford Avenue.

However, not all vacant lots have
been repurposed into positive spaces.
Many vacant lots in and around East
Kensington are dangerous blighted
places that become magnets for litter,
short-dumping, drug abuse, prostitution,
squatting, and homicide. Decades
are passing with no real solution to
Philadelphia’s growing inventory vacant
land, in spite of volumes of studies
of the problem. The aesthetic and
social impact of unimproved vacant
land is deep and far-reaching. These
neglected voids in the neighborhood
fabric are a stain on the city, and they
hinder neighborhood reinvestment
while undermining the aspirations and

Unimproved vacant lots become magnets for trash.
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tremendous efforts of caring residents.

Symbols of East Kensington’s
industrial past are evident in the many
abandoned textile mills, which stand
as ghostly cathedrals and harkening
to a distant time. Before the economic
downturn, these grand buildings
would have been on their way to
being redeveloped as residential
lofts, creative studios, or artisan
manufacturing. Although the current
economic climate has constrained the
ability to finance the redevelopment
of these massive buildings, they have
the potential to house hundreds, if
not thousands, of people in the near
future. East Kensington lost one of

The abandoned John Bromley Carpet Mill at the York-Dauphin SEPTA station.

these titanic structures in October of
2010 when the vacated CAVCO vinyl
window factory, once a dye factory,
burned for five days in a sevenalarm fire. The fire left behind a toxic
cloud of benzene that hung over the
neighborhood for days, and a charred
ruin that has since been demolished.
Other neighboring former mills remain
standing and redevelopment of those
spaces is anticipated once the lending
environment improves. With the
inevitability of increased density from
occupying existing buildings, combined
new infill construction and continued
rehabilitation, the need for quality
green spaces in East Kensington is
even more critical.

A fire in October 2010 consumed the historic Bedford Fast Black Dye Company,
recently vacated by the CAVCO vinyl window and door company.
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FACING FACTS
It is time to get sober about the reality of vacant land
in East Kensington. Although a vital neighborhood with
the ingredients for a healthy future, it is hindered by
the following realities:

• There is no cohesive City policy for land management in
our neighborhood.
• Sacred green spaces in the neighborhood are being
placed into Sheriff’s sale, forcing community groups to
expend years-worth of savings to bid and protect these
spaces.
• The Department of Public Property does not have any
clue as to the nature, use, or condition of their properties
and is now listing our park spaces as “available for sale” on
their website, driving anxiety and tension sky high in the
community.
• Multiple public agencies continue to hold large inventories
of land without apparent purpose and with little to no

EKNA Chair Jeff Carpineta and the trash collected at a
neighborhood clean-up.

communication with the community at large. The Department
of Public Property, Redevelopment Authority (RDA),
Philadelphia Industrial Development Corporation (PIDC), and
Philadelphia Housing Development Corporation (PHDC) are
shameful stewards of land in our neighborhood. Many of the
properties they hold are the most overgrown and trash-filled
eyesores that volunteers in the community work to clean and
manage.
• The community has grown tired of cleaning and policing
vacant land held by public agencies. It, however, does so
on a shoestring budget with little appreciation and dwindling
confidence that the sacred green spaces they maintain will be
protected. It is time for the Community to be dealt a fair and
helping hand that compliments the proven commitment of the
residents.
• There is plenty of vacant land in the community for both
development and open space, yet there is an attitude that
greening efforts should be temporary measures until the
real investment comes. This amounts to not only a denial
of the current population and redevelopment forecasts for
Philadelphia, but is an insult to the anti-blight energy and
quality place-making that desires permanence.
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Neighbors pitch in to clean a parking lot near the
Huntingdon SEPTA station.

A REALISTIC SOLUTION TO VACANT LAND
The inventory of vacant land in Philadelphia is so great and the expected growth of
the city is so modest that it would take many decades of robust redevelopment to
restore the urban fabric to what it once was. It is simply not realistic to assume that
homes, jobs, and stores will return to every parcel of vacant land where they once
were. What is needed is to make the right match between land for development
and land for quality public spaces.
In the absence of a cohesive and
enduring citywide strategy for
vacant land management and reuse,
many spaces are left hostage in the
hands of absentee speculators with
no real concern or involvement in
the community their properties are
impacting. It is no longer acceptable
for vital neighborhoods to be dragged
down by wastelands that appear
ominous during the morning, night,
and on the 11:00 news. The tragic
murders at the hands of the so-called
Kensington Strangler exposed the
latent dangers that these unplanned,
unmaintained, overgrown lands pose to
public safety.

A secluded green space at the defunct Arcadia Street.

With the neighborhood’s proven civic
engagement, real estate reinvestment,
abundance of vacant land, along
with the reality of massive public and
absentee ownership, there is so much
tremendous opportunity for the creation
and protection of green spaces in East
Kensington. Perhaps more than any
other neighborhood, East Kensington
holds the potential to turn the promise
of Green 2015 into a legacy for coming
generations.

A green space on Frankford Ave created by Positive Space, an arts nonprofit.
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Seven cases for open spaces
SACRED SPACES
Open spaces are where we open
our minds and connect with
something greater than ourselves.
Humans have an innate love of
green and growing things, we
deeply understand the seasons
and language of the earth. Green
spaces inspire peace, calm, and
spiritual nourishment and remind
us of things that are more valuable
than money.

ECOLOGIC REPAIR

Blue bricks in the sidewalk at the site of the Providence Dye Works.

Natural spaces restore balance,
health, and wellness to our
environment, our globe, and our
sustenance. Natural lands retain
and infiltrate our precious water
resources, lifting the toxic burden
placed on our water bodies. Trees
and plants cleanse the air we

HEALTHY LIVING
Green open spaces enable the active lifestyles needed for people to
enjoy long, healthy, productive lives. Fresh air, fresh food, recreation, and
connection with nature can help counter the forces of diabetes, obesity,
heart disease, stress, depression, and other behavioral health challenges.

breathe and cool our overheated
atmosphere. Vegetation provides
homes for four-legged and flying
inhabitants of the earth.

CIVIC RESTORATION
Green public spaces enable the
pleasant walking life of a selfreliant village. A community is
repaired through restoration of
beauty and nature. The postindustrial landscape is entering
its next stage. We do not have a
throw-away world, and this is not
a throw-away neighborhood.

Emerald Street Park is home to neighborhood celebrations throughout the year.
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COMMON GROUND

JUSTICE AND EQUITY

Public spaces encourage us to connect with a diversity of neighbors, young

Green and open space was

and old, from different countries and walks of life, long term and newly

a non-priority during the

arrived. The multitudes can get to know each other, forming a foundation for

Industrial Boom when the built

a safe, friendly, and strong neighborhood. There is an inherent human and

environment of East Kensington

societal right to the commons. The village green has long been the basis for

was created. The disparity

democracy. Strong democratic communities are essential to resilience, for it

of access to green spaces in

is through knowing, loving, and supporting each other through tough times

Philadelphia is tremendous,

that we as a people will persevere.

with Kensington being one of
the most underserved area. This
movement is about the healthy
environment as a right for all
across the City of Philadelphia.
Kensington may have gotten
the short end of the stick, but
residents are organizing to
change that.

Paul Filanowski and Peter Frank at Emerald Street Park.

LOCAL ECONOMY
Enhancement in the civic realm
will encourage individuals and
families to remain and reinvest
in the community and invigorate
local commerce. A healthy
neighborhood environment
helps repair the foundation
of local commercial corridors
by improving the pedestrian
experience. Philadelphia is
revitalizing itself through its
existing assets, chief of which is
its neighborhood quality of life.

Neighborhood children enjoying the annual EKNA cookout.
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Opportunity Sites: An Overview
Green2015: An Action Plan for the First 500 Acres details the facts about
Philadelphia’s massive vacant land inventory and lays the foundation
for the establishment of green spaces in priority areas across the entire
city. East Kensington meets nearly all the criteria for an area in need
of new parkland: lack of park access, high impervious coverage,
dense population, low median household income, civic engagement
and partners on the ground, tree canopy deficit, transit centers, and
commercial corridors.
The sites that are featured in this report have been identified as
priority for consideration in the Department of Parks and Recreation’s
Green2015 initiative to establish new parks across Philadelphia.
Although there are many more distinct green spaces in the
neighborhood that either are or have the potential to become beloved
public spaces, these sites stand out as the highest priority for a first
phase of land preservation and enhancement within the boundaries
of East Kensington.
The sites prioritized in this report individually meet the many of the siteselection criteria identified in Green2015. While some of these featured
spaces have no formal designation, their unofficial names reflect the
character of the spaces and the identity of the community that energizes

The informal baseball diamond at Letterly Green.

them. We are reminded of the power of naming, and how the lack
of formal recognition can discredit the efforts and advocacy of the
“unofficial” green spaces.
Letterly Green, Circle Garden, and Fire Park are unofficial green spaces
that are all either entirely or primarily owned by public agencies, and
which are currently used by residents as de facto parks. These spaces
serve distinct parts of the neighborhood and provide unique activities.
Letterly Green offers an abundant space for neighborhood children
to play and run freely and safely. Circle Garden is a beautiful and
thoughtfully evolved garden of flowers, herbs, fruits and vegetables
tended by a local church. Fire Park is a pocket park that hosts birthday
and holiday parties, summer cookouts, and small gatherings of
neighbors and families.
The Emerald Gateway is another unofficial space containing a
neighborhood park and an urban farm offering fresh food. These spaces
are clustered on three corners of a key gateway intersection one block
from the York-Dauphin El stop and have mixed ownership. The Emerald
Gateway is a community hub for events, fundraisers, music and theater
performances, neighborhood cookouts, and urban farming.
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The beloved yet unprotected Emerald
Street Park, a neighborhood anchor.

The most undeniable open space opportunity is one that will
not be easy to achieve, but which could generate enormous
reinvestment in the surrounding community. Nearly three acres
in size, Providence Park has the potential be the commons
where the variety of residents from across and beyond East
Kensington comes together. These few large properties owe
many thousands to the City in unpaid taxes and liens.
There are also two current public spaces that are entirely
lacking in greening and vitality: the historic Kensington
High School parking lot and the Hagert Street Playground.
The renovations of these fully paved areas to incorporate
landscaping, pervious pavement, and other amenities would
reduce stormwater runoff and improve the built environment
of the neighborhood. Reinvesting in these currently
underutilized and unattractive spaces would represent the
City’s commitment to improving its existing inventory.
While these spaces have their own unique challenges and
needs, residents here have proven themselves to be caring
and diligent stewards. These are the most compelling

Tracks in the snow at Providence Park.

candidates for new parkland in a neighborhood lacking in
protected green space. New, protected, and revitalized green
space would help renew and strengthen this growing yet
troubled neighborhood. Although Kensington has often been
overlooked, abandoned, and neglected by the City and
by larger forces in society, it is a community that still stands
strong, resolved, and resilient in the face of tragedy and
obstacles.

The hardscape of Hagert Street Playground.
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Site-Selection Criteria Matrix
The East Kensington neighborhood and the priority green spaces meet many of the site-selection criteria
outlined in Green2015. This is a disadvantaged neighborhood, although with strong civic partnerships.
There is superior transit accessibility and commercial corridors in need of growth. Most importantly, this is
a neighborhood without a single protected park.

Indicator
Access to Green
Population Density

East Kensington *
Nearly the entire neighborhood is outside a half-mile radius of protected green space.
Although proximate to Norris Square to the southwest, that park serves an adjacent
neighborhood on the other side of the Market-Frankford El.
Certain parts of the neighborhood are among the most densely populated areas in the
city, and the neighborhood is increasing in population at a higher rate than the city as
a whole.

Ownership

Fire Park and Circle Garden are entirely owned by the City.

Green City, Clean Waters

Within a combined sewer system coverage area and containing buried tributaries of
the historic Gunners Run, the neighborhood is highly suitable for rain gardens.

PHILADELPHIA2035: The
Comprehensive Plan

All the new green public spaces recommended here would satisfy the Open Space
and Environmental Resources goals of the RENEW section. East Kensington is a
center targeted as a priority growth area.

Impervious Surface

East Kensington has some of the highest rates of impervious cover in the city.

Tree Cover

East Kensington has some of the least tree canopy in the city.

Partners on the Ground

Local stewardship is well-evidenced by the work of the EKNA, the NKCDC, the
Archdiocese Office of Community Development, the Philly Tree People, the
Neighborhood Gardens Association, and the Friends of Pops Playground.

Riverfront
Income
Age

Not applicable.
Nearly one third of adults and half of all children in East Kensington live below the
poverty level.
The neighborhood has higher rates of children than does the city as a whole.

Obesity Prevention

East Kensington does not have one of the highest obesity rates, although it is entirely
surrounded by areas that do.

Rail Transit

The neighborhood is adjacent to three stops of the Market-Frankford El.

“Unofficial” Green

Emerald Street Gateway, Fire Park, Circle Garden, and Letterly Green are all
community-built unofficial green spaces.

Ecological Significance

Not applicable.

Bike and Trail Network

Not applicable.

Floodplain

Although not within the mapped floodplain, buried tributaries of the historic Gunners
Run stream network create localized flooding of some basements.

Maintenance Costs

Strong volunteer maintenance and civic engagement currently exists and is on-going.

Commercial Corridors

East Kensington contains two commercial corridors: Frankford Avenue and Front
Street.

Enforcement Opportunities

Providence Park is an ideal enforcement opportunity.

Greenworks Philadelphia

Preserving these green spaces will help improve air quality, manage stormwater, and
increase tree coverage.

GreenPlan Philadelphia

Not applicable.

Philadelphia Pedestrian and
Bicycle Plan

Not applicable.

Neighborhood Plans

There is no current neighborhood plan accepted by the Planning Commission.
Neighborhood organizations and residents are committed to presenting all sites to all
Interagency Collaboration
relevant agencies and supporting the development of these new green spaces.
* Equivalent to Census Tract 161. Population statistics are from the 2005-2009 American Community Survey and the
2010 Census.
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Providence Park

The historic John Bromley Carpet Mills (l) and Thomas A. Buck Hosiery Mills (r) frame the proposed park.
In the heart of the neighborhood, just

mill complex once stood. Dating from

is saturated with litter and debris from

one block from the York-Dauphin

1875, the Providence Dye Works

years of short-dumping and has been

train station, is the ambitious dream

ceased operations in the early 1950s.

used as a campsite for squatters. This

park the neighborhood deserves.

The westernmost lot (1901 E York) is

property also owes ten, if not hundreds,

Nearly three entire city blocks lining

currently used as a parking lot for the

of thousands in unpaid demolition liens,

Emerald Street covering over three

Comley Auction. The next parcel (1921-

taxes, and other fines.

contiguous acres stand vacant in the

27 E York) is a vacant lot containing

shadow of the El. This land could offer

some gravel and weeds that are

The potential area for this neighborhood

abundant space for running, sports,

regularly mowed by the property owner.

commons expanded in October of

dogs, community gardening, large-

The following parcel (1929-45 E York)

2010 with the burning and eventual

scale performances, and neighborhood

is an unmaintained vacant lot filled with

demolition of the 100,000 square foot

festivals. The proximity of the space to

large quantities of litter, construction

CAVCO doors and windows factory

the York-Dauphin station means that

debris, and weeds that grow to over four

complex. These buildings, located on

this park would be easily accessible

feet high. This property owes hundreds

four lots, burned in a dramatic seven-

to the entire city. The site is made up

of thousands of dollars in liens, much

alarm fire just twelve days after another

of eight large lots that were formerly

of which is due to a series of fires at the

fire occurred at the site. Although arson

nineteenth-century industrial factories

abandoned plant in 2000, followed by

was widely suspected, the fire marshal

and warehouses. Fires and demolitions

demolition in 2001. Tens of thousands

declared that the cause of the fire was

have reduced the area to barren land.

of dollars are also owed in unpaid taxes

“undetermined.” What was already

and fines. The large lot across Boston

an enormous land opportunity before

Four lots between York, Boston, and

Street (1922-44 E Hagert St) is a vacant

the fire has now expanded into an

Hagert Streets occupy the site where

lot that also contains loading docks

undeniable golden opportunity for a

the Providence Dye Works textile

and a storage building. The weedy lot

transformative, landmark new park.
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Providence Park

A mural and mosaic were installed at the Viking Mills artisan complex in 2010 by Mural Arts.

Similar in size and land use history to

location also ties together the rapidly

Philadelphia deserves a bold plan

Liberty Lands Park, Providence Park

developing portion of the neighborhood

for greatness, and an unmatched

could be for East Kensington what that

to the south with the northern portion

opportunity lies in the potential for

park has been for Northern Liberties:

of the neighborhood, which has not

this new park. Although it will take a

a neighborhood commons. Liberty

experienced as big a wave of real estate

prolonged and dedicated effort from

Lands Park was a critical part of the

investment. Although Norris Square

both residents and city agencies to

revitalization of Northern Liberties and

Park lies just on the other side of the

transform this neglected land into a

was able to strengthen, unite, beautify,

Market-Frankford El, it is in an entirely

dynamic community park, we should

and restore that neighborhood. Just as a

different neighborhood in a particularly

not strive for anything less. This public

small group of dedicated and optimistic

territorial part of a highly provincial

investment and landscape evolution to

neighbors -with the help of the RDA

city. Proximity is meaningless when

create this park would invariably spur

-turned a brownfield into a community

communities are defined by dividing

millions of dollars in reinvestment in

anchor in that neighborhood, the strong

lines, and there are fewer dividing

this burgeoning neighborhood. Infill

civic engagement of this neighborhood

lines starker than an elevated railroad.

row homes could emerge on scattered

have the chance to create our

The half-mile radius criteria outlined

site vacant lots, the empty textiles mills

neighborhood commons with the help

in Green2015 does not always align

could be rehabilitated into mixed-use

of the City.

with the reality of how neighborhoods

redevelopments, and retail activity could

function and the defined spheres of

flourish on the commercial corridors

communities.

through a permanent and powerful

This site is centrally located in East
Kensington and is heavily crossed
due to its proximity to the El stop. Its
16

public investment.

Providence Park

Address

Zoning

OPA
Account
Number

Lot
Frontage
(feet)

Lot
Depth
(feet)

Last Sold
(Record
Date)

Sale
Amount

1901-19 E York St

G2

313152900

159.00

150.25

10/26/1990

$28,000

Owner Name
Glen Mills Associates

0.548

1921-27 E York St

G2

313153010

88.00

150.25

10/01/1986

$18,000

Michael Spano & Albert Spano

0.304

1929-45 E York St

G2

313153020

139.16

150.30

05/03/2001

$65,000

Ethel C Harvey

0.484

1910 E Hagert St

G2

884346692

13.62

75.25

02/11/1992

$1,152

0.024

1912 E Hagert St

G2

884346694

13.62

75.25

12/05/1990

$6,000

1914 E Hagert St

G2

884346696

13.63

75.25

08/08/1990

$18,000

1916 E Hagert St
1924-44 E Hagert
St

G2

884346697

16.62

93.75

04/03/1990

$7,800

Henry Abrams
Howard Abrams & Mindy R
Twer
Howard Abrams & Mindy R
Twer
Howard Abrams & Mindy R
Twer

G2

313191520

150.25

263.00

02/24/1998

$10,100

Oliver Paynter

0.907

1903 E Hagert St
1909-15 E Hagert
St
1917-19 E Hagert
St
1921-45 E Hagert
St

G2

884346705

42.79

150.25

01/01/1979

$0

Henry Abrams

0.148

G2

884346710

52.16

150.25

01/01/1979

$0

Henry Abrams

0.180

G2

884346715

38.00

150.25

01/01/1979

$0

Henry Abrams

0.131

G2

884346720

183.00

150.25

08/01/1980

$55,000

Henry Abrams

Acres

0.024
0.024
0.036

0.631
Total

3.439
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Emerald Street Gateway
There are a several important gateways

the Redevelopment Authority under the

and holding title for pure speculation.

in the neighborhood but none have

leadership of then-chair Patricia DeCarlo.

When 2303 Emerald was being sold for

the complexity and synergy of the

Without any consultation with NKCDC,

development in 2010, one of the authors

intersection at Dauphin and Emerald

neighborhood leadership, or residents,

of this report was able to reach an

Streets. This node is the bridge between

the center of the park was sold to the

agreement with the owner and purchase

the small-scale neighborhood village

real estate development company Core

the parcel to protect the open space.

of East Kensington and the bustling

Realty for a grand sum of $3,000. After

commercial and transportation hub

this land disposition, the park was pad-

at the York-Dauphin Station. After

locked and neighbors were shut out.

descending from the elevated Market-

However, an intrepid neighbor removed

Frankford line, crossing the frenetic

this lock about three years later and

commercial corridor of Front Street,

restored the then-overgrown park to its

and passing through the high density

earlier natural beauty.

multi-unit block of Dauphin Street, one
approaches the verdant hub of the
Emerald Gateway. Public spaces on
three corners are an introduction into
the creative, welcoming, and vibrant
community of East Kensington. This
intersection is made of three separate
spaces with different histories and
missions: Emerald Park, the Emerald
Street Urban Farm, and the Emerald
Plaza.
Emerald Park is a story in the making.
This pocket park is made up of nine lots
that were once row homes. During the
protracted period of the neighborhood’s
decline, these houses were gradually
abandoned, burned, and condemned.
In 1996, the Philadelphia Horticultural
Society (PHS) through their Philadelphia
Green Program targeted the site for
major investment, including benches,
fruiting trees, shrubs, and a beautiful
mural that remains to this day. There was
a tight-knit group of nearby residents
who were caretakers for the park from
the beginning, but who did not have any
expertise in matters of land acquisition.

In the winter of 2010, the adjacent lot,
2305 Emerald Street, was also being
forced into sheriff sale by the same
speculator. This time the EKNA had
just enough time to delay the sale via
Councilwoman Sanchez’s office, and
was able to rally 100 residents and the

The stewardship of the park has since

Association to contribute $8,650.00 to

grown to include more plantings, regular

purchase the property at the Sheriff’s

maintenance, a concert series, live

sale. The victory came at great expense

theater and puppetry, outdoor films,

to the community but we are resolute in

fundraising events, and an annual

the cause to protect the space.

neighborhood cookout. EKNA’s new
leadership in 2010 recognized how
sacred the space was for the community
and began researching the ownership of
the site.

Adjacent to the Core Realty properties,
2315 Emerald Street is held by an
individual local owner who is reportedly
open to selling the property. There are
significant liens against the property

It became obvious from reviewing the

so the terms of a negotiation are to

records and minutes at the time of

be determined. On the northern end

the conveyance that the RDA board

of the park, 2317 and 2319 Emerald

did not bother to examine the site,

Street are held by absentee owners

for if they had they would have easily

and remain vulnerable to sheriff sale

recognized this as a precious asset.

for unpaid municipal taxes. It would be

This is symptomatic of the ongoing

an incredible strain on the community

dysfunction in the public agencies,

to have to acquire these properties at

which show little real knowledge of the

Sheriff’s Sale. Such a purchase would

sites and the communities they control

require sacrificing the entire EKNA

and impact. This dysfunction amounts to

budget dedicated to street cleaning,

repeated disrespect of the communities

children’s workshops, landscaping and

and a gross disregard of the resident

tree plantings, community events, and

stewardship that has defended and

other activities.

improved neighborhoods through
periods of destruction and terror.

The EKNA President has assembled a
team of concerned residents to guide

While the park grew in its beauty, the risk

In the winter of 2009, 2303 Emerald

the effort to protect the space, and a

of speculation mounted.

Street (the southernmost lot in the park)

standing committee has been formed to

was forced into sheriff sale by a real

manage the park use, maintenance, and

estate speculator who was acquiring

oversight.

In the spring of 2005, the four lots in
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the middle of Emerald Park (2307-13
Emerald Street) were disposed of by

properties, letting them dilapidate,

Emerald Street Gateway
Emerald Street Urban Farm stands directly across from the
Emerald Street Park on the western side of Emerald Street.
In 2008, a PHS employee, Elissa Ruse, and a skilled farmer,

The Emerald Gateway: Emerald Park, the Emerald
Street Urban Farm, and the Emerald Plaza

Patrick Dunn, worked together to transform this site from
a derelict dumping ground to an urban farm. At the time,
the site was a fenced vacant lot overgrown with weeds and
debris, including an abandoned minibus. The City removed
an adjacent building which had been on the verge of
collapsing, thereby increasing the size of the site. Dunn and
Ruse rallied neighborhood volunteers to clean the site, they
removed the vehicle, and they consulted with a landscape
architect to envision the space.
Two years later, urban farm features raised beds, community
garden plots, a hoophouse, a rainwater collection system,
and a cob oven. In addition to regular planting, weeding, and
harvesting, the volunteers hold a bi-weekly farmstand as well
as educational workshops.
How the Park and Farm Connect:
Park events draw energy and awareness to the virtues
of urban farming, blight transformation, and neighborly
cooperation. Daily farm activities and special farm events
hosted at the park draw attention to the space as a
tremendous neighborhood asset and a forum for outreach
about various neighborhood missions, the importance of
green spaces, and hands-on understanding of food access
issues. The farm is a place where adults and children
connect with the soil and with each other in a positive
collaborative process.
A third element of the Emerald Gateway:
the Emerald Plaza.
The third corner of this hub is a plaza-like space where an
illegal body shop was firebombed in 2006. The two parcels
were cleared, and the remaining large concrete slab with
brick pilaster wall is a backdrop perfectly suited for an
outdoor market and gathering space. In 2011, the EKNA
is planning on beginning to program the space with film
screenings and a variety of farm, craft, and flea markets.
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Emerald Street Gateway

Emerald Street Gateway

Address
1928-30 E Dauphin
St (AKA 2222
Emerald St)

Zoning

OPA
Account
Number

Lot
Frontage
(feet)

Lot
Depth
(feet)

Last Sold
(Record
Date)

C2

313062500

40.00

100.00

10/03/2006

$15,000

1932 E Dauphin St

C2

313062601

20.00

70.00

11/29/1985

$500

2300 Emerald St

R10A

311067300

12.00

60.00

04/13/1959

2302 Emerald St
2304-06 Emerald
St

R10A

311067400

12.00

60.00

08/17/1971

R10A

311067511

24.00

60.00

09/01/1968

$0

2308 Emerald St

R10A

311067701

12.00

60.00

11/07/2008

$182,000

2310 Emerald St

R10A

311067800

12.00

60.00

02/02/1984

2303 Emerald St

R10A

311078700

14.00

53.00

2305 Emerald St

R10A

311078800

14.00

53.00

2307 Emerald St

R10A

311078901

14.00

56.00

11/17/2006

$3,500

2307-2313 Emerald Street

0.018

2309 Emerald St

R10A

311079001

14.00

53.00

11/17/2006

$3,500

2307-2313 Emerald Street

0.017

2311 Emerald St

R10A

311079111

28.00

56.00

11/17/2006

$3,500

2307-2313 Emerald Street

0.036

2315 Emerald St

R10A

311079300

12.00

56.00

02/16/1996

$800

Mark Surentz

0.015

2317 Emerald St

R10A

311079400

12.50

56.00

08/30/1982

$1,900

Peter Quinn

0.016

2319 Emerald St

R10A

311079500

15.25

45.16

10/01/1957

$0

Hugh A Connington

0.016

*Purchased by EKNA and NKCDC in May of 2010 at Sheriff Sale; transfer to NGA pending.
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Sale
Amount

Owner Name

Acres

Mathew Cherian
Department of Public
Property

0.106

$6,000

Hugh A & Inez Connington

0.017

$1,700

Fanning Eugene
Philadelphia Housing
Development Corporation

0.017

Elissa Ruse

0.017

$2,300

Larry Johnson

0.017

05/28/2010

$9,000

Jeffrey Carpineta

0.017

04/01/1977

$0

0.032

Cornelius J Friel *

0.033

0.017

Total

0.389

Fire Park
At the corner of Emerald and Sergeant Streets is a beloved pocket park that is an extended and communal front porch for
many nearby residents in this part of East Kensington. Decades ago, neighbors cleaned the lot and made it into park through
their own grassroots, unfunded efforts. The pocket park occupies the land where three row homes once stood. These lots
– 2535, 2537, and 2539 Emerald Street – are all owned by the City of Philadelphia Department of Public Property and are listed
as “available for sale” on the Department’s website.
The park is landscaped with shrubbery and flowers and furnished with picnic tables, chairs, a flagpole, and a fire pit. A small
shed is located on a corner of park and is for the storage of tools, equipment, and other park supplies. The park is decorated
seasonally for holidays throughout the year and the landscaping is continuously maintained by nearby neighbors. Children
play here while their parents and neighbors chat at the picnic tables or over the fire. The park hosts birthday parties, holiday
cook outs, block parties, and other larger gatherings.

The park was rebuilt and has been reseeded after it was disturbed by adjacent construction.
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Fire Park
This park is strategically situated in the
civic realm as it is located across the
street from a corner store and a halfblock away from an elementary school.
It is an anchor for a very active and
engaged block whose residents care
deeply about neighborhood beautification efforts. Houses are generously
decorated for holidays and this block
has frequently entered the Clean Block
Contest of the Philadelphia More Beautiful Committee.
Although this park falls short of the arbitrary quarter-acre minimum requirement
that has been set for new park acquisition, it would be devastating if the City
chose to forsake this cherished place,
particularly because it is already entirely

Although small by some standards, the pocket park is essential to the neighborhood.

owned by the Department of Public
Property! During a challenging time for
the neighborhood and the city, residents
took it upon themselves to improve their
local environment and beautify an empty
lot for the enjoyment of the community.
To not preserve this space, to allow it
to be sold to development, would not
only take away a precious and valuable community asset, but it would be
an insult to the hard work and loving
care invested in this space by a generation of long-standing East Kensington
residents.

Holiday decorations enliven and illuminate this corner park.
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Fire Park

Fire Park

Address

Zoning

OPA
Account
Number

Lot
Frontage
(feet)

Lot
Depth
(feet)

Last Sold
(Record
Date)

2535 Emerald St

C1

311083701

16.33

62.00

11/29/1985

$500

Department of Public Property

0.023

2537 Emerald St

R10A

311083801

14.25

62.00

08/28/1986

$800

Department of Public Property

0.020

2539 Emerald St

R10A

311083901

14.25

62.00

11/01/1978

$0

Department of Public Property

Sale
Amount

Owner Name

Acres

Total

0.020
0.063
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Circle Garden
On a stretch of Frankford Avenue
between Huntington Street and Lehigh
Avenue is an abundant garden oasis
created and tended by neighbors and
members of a local church, the Circle of
Hope. The garden formerly occupied six
parcels – 2610, 2612, 2614, 2616, 2618
and 2620 Frankford Avenue – although
2620 Frankford was acquired recently
by an individual who fenced it off with a
high barbed wire fence. The remaining
five lots of the garden cover about one
fifth of an acre. Four parcels are owned
by the RDA and the middle parcel (2614)
is owned by the City of Philadelphia
Department of Public Property.
Behind a whimsical bound-twig fence,
pathways of mosaic brickwork meander

This beautiful garden has been lovingly tended for over five years by a local
congregation and other neighbors.

through a field of herbs, strawberries,
flowers, figs, greens, turnips, fruiting trees, and a stunning array of lush
vegetation. The pastoral garden was
recently honored by the Philadelphia
Horticultural Society for being one of the
best community gardens in the city.
Herbs and produce from the garden are
used by local businesses, including
the coffeehouse Leotah’s Place and the
North Port Fishington Cookie Factory.

Volunteers harvest the fruits, vegetables, and herbs of this garden farm.
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Circle Garden
The garden was created in 2005 through
the work of local resident Dan Surmiak
and members of the Circle of Hope congregation. The Circle of Hope operates a
popular thrift store on Frankford Avenue
that provides high quality general merchandise for a neighborhood severely
underserved by commercial enterprises.
The local congregation has Public Meetings on Sundays in their sanctuary, also
on Frankford Avenue. The members of
this tightly knit congregation are professionals, teachers, writers, artists, entrepreneurs, urban farmers, students,

A green jewel on the revitalizing Frankford Avenue corridor.

carpenters, and others. Many members
have purchased and rehabbed houses
in the neighborhood, including many
families with small children as well as
young couples who intend on raising a
family in the neighborhood. Much of the
revitalization of East Kensington is due
to the investment, presence, energy,
and impact of this congregation. This
group is committed to the neighborhood
and to preserving this beloved garden.
The New Kensington Community
Development Corporation (NKCDC)
has an agreement with the RDA to
gain title to those lots for development

Members of Circle of Hope operate a thrift store (above)
and Leotah’s Coffeehouse (below), both in East Kensington.

purposes. NKCDC has stated that when
they decide to build on those lots, they
will attempt to find a suitable alternative location for the garden to “move
to.” Members of the Circle of Hope
congregation and members of the East
Kensington Neighbors Association
stand in heartfelt opposition to such
a move. The garden is a bright spot on
a gritty and industrial stretch of Frankford Avenue, and future development
will benefit from proximity to the green
space.
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Circle Garden

Circle Garden

Address

Zoning

OPA
Account
Number

Lot
Frontage
(feet)

Lot
Depth
(feet)

Last Sold
(Record
Date)

2610 Frankford Ave

R10

311158100

18.00

74.74

10/25/2006

$4

Redevelopment Authority

0.035

2612 Frankford Ave

R10

311158200

18.00

94.54

10/25/2006

$4

Redevelopment Authority

0.037

2614 Frankford Ave

R10

311158300

18.00

92.24

05/21/2003

$0

Department of Public Property

0.038

2616 Frankford Ave

R10

311158400

18.00

85.36

10/25/2006

$4

Redevelopment Authority

0.039

2618 Frankford Ave

R10

311158500

18.00

96.00

10/25/2006

$4

Redevelopment Authority

Sale
Amount

Owner Name

Acres

0.053
Total
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0.203

Letterly Green
On a stretch of Letterly Street between
Coral and Amber Streets is a long
field of grass with apple trees where
neighborhood children can often be
found playing baseball, riding bikes,
and spending recreational time in a safe
place close to their homes and under
the watchful eyes of their parents. It is
frequently used for picnicking and barbeques by local residents, who enjoy
each other’s company under mature
shade trees. The entire site forms an L,
the smaller leg of which fronts onto the
Kensington High School for International Business. Its proximity to the high
school offers potential greening and
recreational opportunities for students.
The EKNA and the NKCDC have
worked over the past few years to clean

This cleared and maintained green space is over one-third of an acre.

and maintain the lot.
This green space is a bright and open
area nestled in among intact residential
blocks and centrally located between
four neighborhood institutions. In
addition to the high school, the Viking
Mills artisan complex, the Coral Street
Arts House, and the Philadelphia Brewing Company are all located one block
in either direction. These three major
facilities have helped to bring new life to
this part of the neighborhood and their
revitalizing impact cannot be underestimated.

A mural at the park speaks to the dignity, freedom,
justice, and spirit of the community.
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Letterly Green

This is one of the few green play spaces for children in the entire neighborhood.

This site is made up of 13 lots, one of which is a quadruplewidth lot that was once a small industrial plant. Although the
lots have a mix of ownership, it is mostly owned by public
agencies. Again, the lots owned by the Department of
Public Property – 2466 Amber St and 2063, 2067, and 2069
E Letterly Street – are currently listed as “available for sale”
on the Department’s website. Although at a meeting with
the Department of Public Property, the authors of this report
were told that those listings were inconsequential and that
properties would be investigated for their current use before
being sold. However, in the current situation of widespread
and oblivious land disposition, there is great fear about the
future of the space.

A canopy of mature apple trees provides shade
at the western end of the green.

This is currently the only cleaned and maintained open
space in the neighborhood large enough for children to
run freely and release their stored energy. It already exists
as a quality, attractive green space with mature fruiting
trees, although the site would benefit from landscaping
improvements and the removal of some masonry debris left
over from the demolitions.
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Letterly Green

Letterly Green

Address

Zoning

OPA
Account
Number

Lot
Frontage
(feet)

Lot
Depth
(feet)

2051 E Letterly St

R10A

313231900

15.00

66.25

08/09/2000

$0

James A Looby

0.023

2053 E Letterly St

R10A

313232001

15.00

66.25

08/14/1998

$1

Redevelopment Authority

0.023

2055 E Letterly St

R10A

313232100

15.00

10/28/2010

$7,000

0.020

2057 E Letterly St

R10A

313232200

15.00

66.25

05/29/1950

$1

Gene Corman
John E Dawson Jr & Anna M
Dawson

2059 E Letterly St

R10A

313232300

15.00

66.25

04/26/1983

$2,000

David Daniel O’Toole

0.023

2061 E Letterly St

R10A

313232400

15.00

66.25

09/06/1978

$2,400

Helen Bernatovich

0.023

2063 E Letterly St

R10A

313232501

15.00

66.25

07/01/1979

$0

Department of Public Property

0.023

2065 E Letterly St

R10A

313232600

15.00

66.25

06/01/1980

$500

William Croydon

0.023

2067 E Letterly St

L4

313232701

15.00

66.25

10/19/1990

$800

Department of Public Property

0.023

2069 E Letterly St

L4

313232801

14.58

66.25

10/01/1981

$0

Department of Public Property

0.022

2466 Amber St
2086 E
Cumberland St
2088 E
Cumberland St

L4

311128501

64.00

77.00

10/01/1981

$0

Department of Public Property

0.113

R10

314008400

17.00

80.00

07/01/1981

$700

Herbert Kinder

0.031

R10

314008500

18.00

80.00

10/01/1979

$0

Anna Choptianyj

0.033

66.25

Last Sold
(Record
Date)

Sale
Amount

Owner Name

Acres

Total

0.023
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0.402

Hagert Street Playground
The Hagert Street Playground
(mislabeled as “Halert” in City data
and in Green2015) is the only PPR
facility located within the heart of the
neighborhood. The other PPR facility
in East Kensington, Pop’s Playground
(formerly the Black-Coyle and McBride
Playground), is located on the border
with Olde Richmond and has an active
and certified non-profit Friends group.
Although previously removed from the
inventory of PPR, Pop’s has since been
reintegrated into the Department. Pop’s
Playground has experienced a great
deal of reinvestment in recent years
and has been completely redeveloped.
Pop’s now has a well-used skate park,
playground area, and a dog park.

Local musicians play at a neighborhood celebration at the playground.

Hagert Street Playground, however,
has not benefited from the same level
of reinvestment and has a great need
for an upgrade. One recent and valued
improvement has been the reactivation
of the small spray fountain that provides
some relief in the heat of summer.
The Hagert Street Playground is wellutilized by neighborhood youth and is
home to a summer camp organized
and funded with the help of the EKNA.
The basketball court is a great asset
to the community and is used daily by
neighbors both young and old. Although
small, the playground structures are
used by young children and their
caregivers. However, one swing-set
structure has had the swings removed
because of inadequate clearance,

The basketball court offers one of the few recreational resources in the neighborhood.

although the empty frame still remains.
There is a small pavilion in the center of
the playground, although its design and
size make it generally inadequate for its
intended purpose.
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Hagert Street Playground
One of the biggest needs for this

Part of a revitalization of the park should

to satisfy the needs of the community

playground is shade and natural

also include a new mural along the

will help make this a valued asset the

cooling. Instead of being a welcome

length of the wall to renew the site. The

neighborhood and the Department can

relief in warm weather, the playground

Mural Arts Program has successfully

be proud of. Civic leaders can help

is a heat island of asphalt that can be

completed a number of high-profile

spearhead robust fundraising efforts

intolerably hot. There are a few dead or

mural and mosaic projects in East

needed to revitalize the space, and

dying trees that warrant replacement

Kensington, and has expressed a

local residents and members of EKNA

to offer a natural canopy of shade. The

great willingness to continue to pursue

include public artists, metal fabricators,

impermeable asphalt should also be

public art in this neighborhood. An

painters, landscape architects, industrial

replaced by permeable pavement and

nationally recognized public artist and

and graphic designers, and other

vegetated areas. Replacing the pavilion

neighborhood resident has volunteered

creative workers who can help redesign

with a larger, more adequate structure

to be a public arts liaison in the

and redevelop the space. The EKNA will

could be helpful, too.

neighborhood.

gladly partner with the PPR to help bring

A long stretch of wall lines the eastern

A significant upgrade of this recreational

side of the playground that is currently

facility is greatly desired, and civic input

covered with various amateur murals.

into how best to redesign the space

this playground into the next chapter
of its existence.

A swingset without swings.
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Hagert Street Play-

Hagert Street Playground

The Hagert Street Playground is owned by the Philadelphia Department of Parks and Recreation.
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Kensington High School
Another key opportunity for
neighborhood greening and pedestrian
improvements is at the parking lot of
the historic Kensington High School at
Coral and Cumberland Streets. Formerly
the Kensington High School for Girls,
this impressive building constructed
in 1916 was listed on the National
Register of Historic Places in 1988.
The Kensington High School system has
recently been organized into four small
schools, and this building is currently
the home of two of these schools: the
International School of Business/
Finance and Entrepreneurship and
the Urban Education Academy. The
Kensington Culinary Arts High School
is located adjacent to the proposed
Providence Park on Emerald Street.
The fourth school, the Kensington High
School for Creative and Performing

The historic high school, listed on the National Register.

Arts, is situated at the extreme southern
border of the neighborhood between
East Kensington and Fishtown. The
Kensington CAPA School began the
2010 school year in a newly constructed
beautiful building that has the distinction
of being the first school in Pennsylvania
to garner a LEED Platinum rating for its
sustainable design.

The parking lot is often used for informal sports games.
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Kensington High School
The large parking lot at the historic
Kensington High School is entirely
paved and contains no natural
vegetation. This large area generates
large amounts of stormwater runoff
that could instead be diverted to a rain
garden, underground infiltration bed
or cistern, or another innovative and
proven stormwater best management
practice. In addition, there is no
pedestrian-scale lighting on the lot,
only overhead sodium vapor lights
intended for roadways. This area
occupies the former right-of-way of
Firth Street and continues to be an
well-used pedestrian corridor that
connects residents to Frankford Avenue
and the popular Quick Stop market.
Although the lot is an active pathway, its
hardscape and poor lighting make for an
unpleasant and unsafe environment.
The need for improvements here is
evident not only to restore its historic
exterior grandeur and enhance the
environmental sustainability of the
site, but also to address the glaring
discrepancies between this school and
the amenities of the new Kensington
CAPA school. Greening initiatives could
potentially be incorporated as part of
a streetscape improvement and/or
stormwater management project to
address the poor pedestrian visibility
and impervious coverage issues. This
particular school has been identified in
the Green2015 report, and the EKNA
are willing partners to work with the
Department of Parks and Recreation,
the School District, and with the
Philadelphia Water Department to
enhance this important site.
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Formerly part of Firth Street, the parking lot is still a pedestrian walkway.

Kensington High School

The Kensington High School parking lot is owned by the School District of Philadelphia.
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Smart planning where it matters most
East Kensington’s open spaces have become part of the essential character of the neighborhood. Protecting the best
of what this neighborhood has been, is, and could be means protecting its green open spaces. Connecting with sacred
elements, repairing our earth, improving health, restoring the community, connecting with others, evening out disparity,
and reinvesting in our economic foundation – these values are the true meaning of sustainability. In today’s world, we
must join together, become more in tune with the natural world, and provide for ourselves and our neighbors.

Philadelphia’s problems are significant.

To make a better tomorrow, we must

where it matters most. Preserving

It is the poorest of the ten largest

return to the city, return to the

and improving the green open land

cities in America, with one out of four

rail lines, and return to the land.

that remains in this city is essential in

people living in poverty. The city’s

Kensington has ridden the highs and

creating the new urban paradigm for

population has just recently begun to

lows of the past 150 years, and it will

the world in which we now live. This

level off, after decades of steep decline.

continue to do so for the next 150. The

is neither the sprawling suburbia of

However, population may continue

fate of the neighborhood, however, is

alienation, nor the overcrowded city of

to fall due to an aging population

on tenuous ground and could easily

darkness. We all must survive and hang

and the departure of young couples

turn in either direction. Investing in

together by making do and making the

with children seeking better schools

green space means investing in keeping

best of what we have. We are all one

and safer streets. Although East

the people here. Without quality of life

upon many living together. Until we as a

Kensington has experienced dramatic

improvements, residents may eventually

society fundamentally change our way

transformation and repopulation in

decide they have had enough and move

of life, all attempts at sustainability are

recent years, it still suffers from serious

out. However, a bold and optimistic

meaningless. The livable community

social problems like prostitution, drug

reinvestment into the lived experience of

honors the role of the common green

dealing, homelessness, short dumping,

neighbors could strengthen roots and

space within a walkable urban village

pervasive litter and broken glass,

encourage new growth.

with vibrant commercial corridors close
to transit. We can not live without it.

deteriorated housing and sidewalks,
and unwelcome land uses such as

Planning for the future of Philadelphia

Or to be more truthful, some can live

junkyards.

requires smart planning of open space

without it, but those who have a choice
won’t.
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THE FOLLOWING IS A
SELECTION OF THOUGHTS
ON OPEN SPACE WRITTEN
BY NEIGHBORS AT THE OPEN
SPACE SESSIONS HELD BY
MEMBERS OF THE EAST
KENSINGTON NEIGHBORS
ASSOCIATION:

Parks and
green spaces
are essential
to everyone’s
physical and
spiritual healt
h.

The pursuit
of silence.
es bring
Naturalscap
peace and
experience of
tranquility

I garden at
Cumberland and

Amber and I run

my dog at Emerald
Park. I use them
every day!

Official parks
add a sense of
permanence. I
rent, would be
more likely to buy
in an area where
I am confident
that these areas
will be taken care
of.

New parks and
preserved open, green
spaces
ones

– even small

– are soothing,

cooling, and places
for breathing!

I want to catch
fireflies!

I can have
fun with my
d
neighbors an
at
people watch
a park

The commons
are where we all
come together

the city
Wildlife in
ression.
relieves dep
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